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Abstract 

An acetone- benzene was selected to analyze the effect of feed vapor fraction on the total heat consumption in 

conventional distillation process. Heat consumption by distillation column (ΣQ) were evaluated by using the 

Aspen plus software, in order to determine the best economically state of feed. 

The work results are based on the lower consumption of energy at boiling point feed state. The operation cost of 

feed at saturated liquid(V.F=0) is reduction by (32.3%) than the cost of feed at saturated vapor (V.F=1).   
Keywords: Vapor fraction ,distillation , consumption energy.  

 

1. Introduction 

Synthesis of  separation is a problem repeatedly discussed in chemical engineering literature.40-50% is capital 

investment in separation equipment is of the total for a conventional fluid processing unit. About 70%  of the 

total energy consumption of an average unit is for the separation steps. But about 95% of the separation 

consumption, the distillation method accounts. The chemical productive operating costs of processes are highly  

influence  by the downstream separation units. Distillation is a nonlinear process and  the product valuation 

patterns add non linearity to the economic function. Thus, calculating the correct operational targets can be 

complicated. (Fidkowski Z. and Krokowki.1986) (Fair, J. 1987) (Kister H. 1997) (White D. 2012)  

The phase separation is operated by the differences in vapor pressures, with the lighter vapor rising to 

the top and the heavier liquid flowing to the bottom of the column. The portion of the column above the feed is 

called the rectifying section and below the feed, the stripping section. The fractions that rise highest in the 

column before condensing are called light fractions, and those that condense on the lowest trays are called heavy 

fractions. (Liptak B. 2009) (Paul S. and Donald P 1997 ) (Tonnang Z. 2003)  

Column control includes both overhead and bottoms product purities, minimizing energy, and 

maximizing throughput while maintaining operations within equipment limits. Distillation columns need to use a 

large amount  of energy because of the evaporation steps involved like the re boilers of distillation columns. 

(Smart Process® Distillation2012) ( Kunesh J. etal 1991) 

 However, the decreasing of number of trays can produce by  increasing the reflux ratio but with higher 

energy costs. Particularly,  reflux ratio optimization is important  for distillation columns that operate with: 1. 

high reflux ratio; 2. High differential product values between overhead and bottom; 3. high utility costs; 4. low 

relative volatility, and 5. feed light key far from 50%.[12] 25-40% of the energy usage which consumed in 

distillation. One disadvantage of distillation process is the large energy requirement. Distillation consumes a 

large energy to change liquid to vapour and condense the vapour to liquid at the condenser. Distillation is carried 

out in distillation columns which are used for about 95% of liquid separations and the energy use from this 

process accounts for an estimated 3% of the world energy consumption. (Hewitt, G. 1999) Most distillation 

columns operate above ambient temperature, and heat consumed along the column are a finite thermal 

conductivity. Heat consumed  along the distillation column increase condensation and reduces evaporation. 

(Sloley, A. 2001)  

 Reducing the energy consumption is not straightforward in distillation column, because of the many 

configurations of columns and these differences due to distinct dynamic behaviors and different operational 

degrees of freedom making it more difficult to optimize control. 

However, distillation is nonlinear process, and the product-valuation patterns add more nonlinearity to the 

economic function. therefore, the correct operational targets calculation is complicated. (Douglas C. 2012 )   

The study case: 

Many papers and books have been studied  the advanced control and design of distillation columns. 

(Douglas C. 2012) (Blevins,T. etal 2003) (Luben, W. 1992) (Shinskey E. 1984)  

Acetone –benzene  used at (100 Kmole /hr) with mole fraction (0.5) and pressure (1atm) ,the 

separation have been achieve distillation product(98%) and benzene at bottom(2%). 

Assume the feed mole fraction (50%-60%) ,and calculate the a mount of energy in distillation Column. 

The vapor fraction which fed to distillation column was changed from (0-1) and the total consumption in 

processes was calculated for different R/  ratio. The results were simulated using Aspin pulse soft ware in 

order to determine the total energy. 
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2. Total consumption energy  
A distillation process flow diagram is shown in fig.1.The heat to the distillation tower is supplied by a reboiler 

(Qr)using the utility steam or hot oil. The overhead vapor is sub cooled by an overhead condenser (Qc) and the 

condensed liquid is routed into the overhead drum. One of the liquid streams from the overhead drum is the 

reflux stream, which is sent back to the top tray of the distillation tower ,and the other is the overhead is low 

boiling point component. 

The lost of energy in reboiler  Qr depend on released heat in condenser Qc: 

Qr = Qc +D.CpD.TD +B.CpBTB –F.CpFTF                        (4) 

Where Qc =D(R+1). ʎD                                                        (5) 

Heat absorbed and released in liquid streams is nearly equal ,so  

F.CpFTF ≈ D.CpD.TD +B.CpBTB                                      (6) 

So from equation (5) we have Qr ≈ Qc ≈ D(R+1). ʎD                     (7) 

R=σRmin                                                                                    (8) 

Where:   

σ: excess factor.   

 

3. Conclusion 

From our results for different excess factor values, reflux ratio was increase with  the increasing  the amount of 

heat consumption by reboiler in distillation tower as show in figures (2-4) and as shown from equation (7), for 

the constant  amount and purity of product. 

In this  work made comparison with different state of feed and found the best economic choice in the state of 

vapor fraction equal to zero (at boiling point of feed) mixture as shown in figure (5).The  feed state changed 

from state of boiling point to vapor state that will reduce 32.3% from the cost of heat required for separated 

mixture in distillation column.      
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                        Figure(1):Distillation process 
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